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N at u r a l D i s a s t er v e r s u s t h e h u m a n
r ac e
By Noah Valdez and kaleb garza
Two countries, United
States and Mexico, have been hit by
different kinds of hurricanes and
earthquakes over the past month.
People have suffered with loss of
food, shelter, clothes, furniture, and
so much more. Others in the United
States have donated a great amount
to entire city’s that have been affected around the world. Celebrities,
neighbors, and governments have
contributed their time to all that have
suffered during this time.
When it was announced that
there was a hurricane on its
way to it Houston, many
Houstonians dismissed it
and didn’t prepare for one of
the worst hurricanes to ever
hit Houston. When Hurricane
Harvey hit, people were not
expecting the 130mph winds
or over a foot of water that flooded
houses, hospitals, and some skyscrapers! As a tropical storm, Harvey dropped 40-65 inches of rainfall
in southeast Texas and southwest
Louisiana. Harvey was the strongest
landfall in this area, known as the
Texas Coastal Bend, since Hurricane Carla, in September 1961.
Many Houston athletes
gathered together and donated their
money and time. An example is J.J
Watt; he gave about 100,000 and
started a relief fund that raised over
37,000,000! Another great example
of Houston’s humility, are the Houston Texans, The Houston Astros
and Houston Rockets. Those who
donated were a reflection of
Houston’s compassion, we come
together to rebuild our home. Many

celebrities gave money also,
Dwayne Johnson gave 25,000 to
Kevin Hart’s relief fund, Sandra
Bullock gave 1 million dollars to the
Red Cross, and it is estimated that
Beyoncé donated almost 7 million
to a relief fund! There are many
more athletes, actors, and citizens
of Houston that donated to Houston. Almost a couple weeks after
Harvey, it was announced that a
new hurricane was forming. Hurri-

cane Irma was predicted to hit
Florida September 9 at 8 pm. Hurricane Irma caused massive destruction, winds were approximately 73 mph, the rain was constant
and caused heavy flooding. A significant amount of houses, hospitals, and buildings were destroyed.
When Irma finally left Florida, the
damage cost was 49 million dollars! The state of Florida has been
hit the worst so far, the hurricane
was almost as big as the state
itself! Many have supported Florida
just like they supported Houston
and the neighbors have constantly
been helping out other neighbors,
which has been a huge impact to
our country. The latest disaster that
has happened is an earthquake
that hit Mexico City. It is ironic that

it was the anniversary of the devastating earthquake that happened on the
same day in 1985. When people were
remembering the earthquake they got
hit by a 6.1 magnitude earthquake that
killed about 273 people and counting. It
was the most powerful earthquake to
hit Mexico in 32 years! Mexico was
caught off guard and were not prepared for the aftermath of this earthquake. The results of this earthquake
were devastating, there were 32 buildings that collapsed and the
Mayor of Mexico city is
scared that there are still
people trapped under the
rubble as we speak. There
is a search going on and
there have been 52 people
found so far. Not only have
adults suffered but many
kids have had to been relocated to different schools because
most schools in the city have been
destroyed.
On September 20th hurricane Maria, a powerful category 4
made direct landfall on Puerto Rico.
Winds were at speeds up to 150 miles
per hour and up to eight inches of rain
fell on them. Something people don’t
know is that Puerto Ricans are US
citizens. They are our family and the
news is spreading more and more
about these natural disasters. One the
many things these disasters teach us
is that even though there is a lot of bad
all over the world, there is also a numerous amount of good and helpful
people out there too. No matter what
happens, we have seen many times,
that the world always comes together
to help our fellow brothers.
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WARRIOR’S HEARTBEAT

Shout-outs
By olga hernandez

Mrs. Muro - Second time
teaching while being
pregnant .

Aniston – for being kind
and generous to those
around her.

Kallebb Augilar - for
helping fix the school

Lecrae drops latest album
By Elijah portee

Lecrae came out with his latest album All Good Things
Work Together . Overall the album was Live. The song “Facts” was
nice because it was fast. I like when it changes speeds and slows
down. “Blessings” was fire because Ty Dolla $ign added singing
that balanced it out. “Hammer Time” was good because it had a
catchy chorus that started it and it was continuous fire. The beat
from Metro Boomin was the perfect choice. The chorus’ from
Lecrae were all lit. All the beats were perfect for the type of song it
was. A review from Hiphopdx.com gave it a 4.1 rating and said Lecrae was at his
best. Salutemag.com rated it at a 4.8. I rated it a 4.5 only because I heard a few
songs before the album release, so they were kind of old to me.

M r . C e r da a n d h i s a rt c l a s s
By olga hernandez

Have you ever been in Mr. Cerda
art class? I have and it’s amazing. Mr. Cerda’s Art Class is fascinating. He knows how to have
fun while at the same time
keeping order and structure. Mr.
Cerda says his favorite part of
class is when he gives out an
assignment and everybody says
that their going fail, but suddenly something clicks and they
do really good.

Mr. Cerda first started working
here at FCA last year 20162017. He teaches Art I, Art II,
Spanish I, and Spanish II. Mr.
Cerda can also rap, maybe not as
well as Mr. Newman, but he can
be good. “After the rap battles,”
Mr. Cerda said, “even though I
lost both times, I feel like it
brought me closer to my students.” Mr. Cerda loves his students and we love him just as
much.
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Devotion
By hailey smith

1 Corinthians 13:1-7
“If I speak with human eloquence
and angelic ecstasy but don’t love,
I’m nothing but the creaking of a
rusty gate. If I speak God’s Word with
power, revealing all his mysteries and
making everything plain as day, and
if I have faith that says to a mountain,
“Jump,” and it jumps, but I don’t love,
I’m nothing. If I give everything I own
to the poor and even go to the stake
to be burned as a martyr, but I don’t
love, I’ve gotten nowhere. So, no
matter what I say, what I believe, and
what I do, I’m bankrupt without
love.”

We can say and do all the
right things according to the world’s
standards, but if we do so without
love were not fully pleasing God because God is love. The bible teaches
us about faith, but if we have faith
without love we are never going to
be able to reach people in God’s
way. We can dedicate everything to
God, but without love you have
nothing to give.

Wo r ks o f a Wa r r i o r
By Phoebe Buras

“Serenity” by Hailey Jones Medium: NIKON Camera

“Tiger” by Maggie Earley
Medium: Pencil

Fca welcomes baby nalia
By Jaylen Curtis and ryan jackson

Sports
By Jaylen Curtis

This year the FCA staff welcomes more faces;
some new, some familiar. From the athletes
to the coaches, the court is missing some and
welcoming others. While the adapting process takes time for all, it comes with great
pleasure.
After speaking with some of the staff
and coaches, it is clear that they all have
something in common: the joy that they get
from doing what they do. The love and passion they show towards their players is like
no other, and that aspect is very unlikely to
change. The improvement that they’ve witnessed on the court and the growth that
they’ve seen off is simultaneous. Regardless
of the switches from year to year, the
amount of love our coaches show us isn’t affected in the slightest, and for that we are
forever grateful.

We interviewed Mrs. Rhodas, one of our beloved k-3 teachers. Mrs. Rhodas just had a baby girl in May. We decided to ask her a few
questions about being a teacher and a new mom again.
She told us about the blessings and trials of having a new
born.
After speaking with Mrs. Rhodas and her pregnancy finally
being over, we asked her about the different emotions
that may come with having a newborn baby. She shared
some of the difficulties that her pregnancy came with, but
made it clear that they were outweighed by the magnified blessings of the same situation.
For example, her child was premature. That being said,
the pregnancy didn’t necessarily go as planned. With the
troubles that come with such a pregnancy, she stated that
she relied on God throughout the process. She also
shared about how it is to have a newborn baby while
simultaneously being a teacher. She gladly accepted the
unexpectedly easy pregnancy, because her child is an
incredibly well- mannered baby.
Throughout the process, Ms. Rhodas did not forget who God was and put her prayer in the Lord. Even
during the low portions, God is the one we can always
count on and put our faith in. Ms. Rhodas is a great example on how great God truly is. So now we welcome
the newest member to our FCA family Nalia Rhodas.

See you at the pole 2017

Entertainment
By Jacob baguio
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